
 

From Narita Airport to the venue 

There are two main ways to get to the venue (Hongo area). You might There are two main ways to get to the venue (Hongo area). You might There are two main ways to get to the venue (Hongo area). You might There are two main ways to get to the venue (Hongo area). You might 

choose one of the following.choose one of the following.choose one of the following.choose one of the following.    

(#1)(#1)(#1)(#1)  You can take Skyliner (Keisei line) from Narita Airport 
to Keisei-Ueno station (Skyliner from Narita Airport to 
Keisei-Ueno takes about 1 hour and costs 1,920 yen). And from 
there, either take a taxi to your hotel or to the Red Gate of the university of Tokyo 
(about 800 yen). Otherwise if you are accustomed to walking a few hundreds meters, 
take the Oedo Line subway from Ueno-okachimachi to Hongo-sanchome (160 yen). 
However, you should carefully check one of the maps around Keisei-Ueno stations 
and this way is not recommended since you might have a lot of luggage.  
(#2)(#2)(#2)(#2)  First take Narita Express (JR line) from Narita Airport to Tokyo station. This 
takes about 1 hour and costs 3,140 yen. Then take the Marunouchi Line subway 
from Tokyo station to Hongo-sanchome station. This takes about 10 minutes and 
costs 160 yen.  

Around the venueAround the venueAround the venueAround the venue (from subway stations to the office (from subway stations to the office (from subway stations to the office (from subway stations to the office and hall)and hall)and hall)and hall)  
Here we assume that you get off at HongoHere we assume that you get off at HongoHere we assume that you get off at HongoHere we assume that you get off at Hongo----sanchome station, although you could get sanchome station, although you could get sanchome station, although you could get sanchome station, although you could get 
off another subway stations, such as Nezu and Todaimae, around the Hongo area off another subway stations, such as Nezu and Todaimae, around the Hongo area off another subway stations, such as Nezu and Todaimae, around the Hongo area off another subway stations, such as Nezu and Todaimae, around the Hongo area 
(see the guide map).(see the guide map).(see the guide map).(see the guide map).    
(Subway station(Subway station(Subway station(Subway station---->Red Gate)>Red Gate)>Red Gate)>Red Gate) From Hongo-sanchome station you go along Hongo-dori 
Street for the University of Tokyo. At first around the police box (KOBAN in 
Japanese), then, after about 350 meters, on the right side of the street, you see the 
so-called Red Gate (Aka-Mon in Japanese) of the University of Tokyo, which looks 
like an old brownish entrance to a temple. This is one of the entrances to Hongo 
Campus of the University and one of the ways to go to Sanjo conference hall (for 
September 7th). However, you might use the main gate, which is 300 meters ahead 
on Hongo-dori Street. 
(Red Gate (Red Gate (Red Gate (Red Gate ----> the Office)  > the Office)  > the Office)  > the Office)  If you do not enter the Red Gate and keep walking along 
the Hongo-dori Street, by another 50 meters, you will see, at the end of a 
50-meter-long small dead-end street to your left, a white 3-floor building. The 
ERATO Quantum Computation and Information Project office is on the second floor.  
(The Office (The Office (The Office (The Office ----> Yayoi Hall)> Yayoi Hall)> Yayoi Hall)> Yayoi Hall) Walking still further on Hongo-dori Street you come, after 
500 meters, to a big crossway. On the right, after the crossway, there is Yayoi 
Campus of the University of Tokyo. You enter the first gate and to the right you find 
Yayoi Hall of the University of Tokyo (for September 6th and 8th). 
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